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Aaquib and MsThey will be awarded a medal of Excellence, gifts worth Rs 1000 and a Participation
CertificateINTER-SCHOOL ORATORY SKILLS COMPETITIONApoorva Mohandas Polekar of Grade XI
secured the Under 19 singles runner upHe made sure that the child had clear understanding of the
questions askedAll the houses participated with enthusiasmName Event Medal Prakriti Gadodia
Santhoshi Sirustikaa RChild should know the value and ability to discriminateStudents of class 5 to
class 12 along with all the teachers were a part of this celebration

Vritti Paresh Punjabi, Sanskriti Pandey , Nandini JagtianiNithin, Sahaj Surana, Hari Kannan, Dharshan
Kanna K., S.SKRISHNA JANMASTAMI CELEBRATIONSCVP is the essence of the school which makes the
difference setting Chinmaya Vidyalayas apart from the other schoolsDiwakar on the issue

English Wizard Foundation is a pioneer in conducting spell bee competitions In India, promoting
English language and literature among school children, administered on a not -for-profit basis, help
students improve their spelling, increase vocabulary, grasp concepts and develop correct usage of
English LanguageSST quiz for seniors was held on 5/8/15They also visited, Padmanabhapuram
Palace, Malankara Church, ISRO-Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre to explore the design and
development of satellite launch vehiclesEnraged, Nagpasha raised his sword against the deity only
to be thrown away by a mere flick of the giant snake's tailThey elaborately explained the ways in
which they had employed their artistic inspirations and the fundamentals of art in their work to the
visitorsof the Valmiki houseMicroscopic snakes In his initial issues, Nagraj's powers were too limited,
and at times he was even knocked out by powerful human opponentsThe heart swelled with pride
and the eyes were moist with gratitude, they all honoured our Chinmaya Mission in honouring Pujya
Guruji

SPCL-2350 NAGRAJ UNDER ARRESTThe response to this activity was so good that another session
was conducted the next SundayNATIONAL LEVEL YOGA TOURNAMENTThe juniors have taken pledges
of what they promise to do for their NationEven in a short visit, it is easy to spot what is most
important in the life of a school, and it was edifying and inspiring to see how well Gurudev Swami
Chinmayanandaji’s vision and the coherence of the school’s mission aligned with the work, play,
accomplishments, manners, spirit and demeanour of the childrenIn ‘Under 19’ category, A

In addition, the top Winners are displayed as large-format prints in the annual exhibition at the
Smithsonian's National Museum of Natural History in Washington, DCMadam principal finally added
up that the recommended solutions of the research plans should be followed up for the real time
benefit of the school and the studentsTeam 4 comprised of Bhavya Agarwal and Mehul Patel of STD
IXThe results were as follows: Jothi, C c3545f6b32
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